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Student government rents 10 billboards
ASBSU campaigns
to display state
funding disparity
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ------
ASBSU .spent $9,000 to
erect billboards in an effort to
inform the public and legisla-
tors on the effects of the
hi&her ed funding inequity at
BOiseState.
. Friday, ASBSU President
Chris Mathias held a press
conference announcing the
billboard campaign to e
ducate the public and
legislators on the financial
challenges facing Boise State.
Mathias said he recog-
nizes the state budget crunch
won't permit the establish-
ment of funding equity this
year, but that he hopes to
cause awareness about the
disparity for future plans.
,After meeting with
numerous legislators, I
became increasingly aware
of the general misunder-
standing of the actual
severity of the funding
inequity ... they were not
aware of the unique
obstacles Boise State faces,"
Mathias said.
Currently, Boise State
provides services to nearly
30 percent more students
than the University of Idaho
and receives nearly 30 per-
cent less funding per student
from the state.
According to a study com-
missioned by the Idaho State
Board of Education in 2001,
Ruch presents .
budget concerns
to legislative
\ committee
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter ------
Tuesday, Jan. 21, BoiseState
President Charles Ruch and uni-
versity vice presidents met with
the Joint Finance and
Appropriations Committee at
the Statehouse to urge the
committee to set aside state
funds to aid higher education.
Ruch began the meetingwith
a reminder to legislators that
BSU is a 14-hour-a-dayinstitu-
tion of higher education. Ruch
followed his short description
with a reminder of the shortfalls
the university budget has expe-
rienced during the past year.
According to Ruch, last
year's $18.6 million university
budget reduction resulted in a
$7.9 million operations loss and
the deferral of the repairs and
alterations to the West Boise :
Campus. The loss was offset by
the increases in .student fees
totaling '$4.9million:
"We believe, as do most
educators throughout the state,
that higher education should be
available to everyone.
. Unfortunately, our growth over
the past four years has
outstripped our resources,"
Ruch said.
"We had to institute a series
of strategies to examine
.etticiency while making a mini-
See Ruchpage 3
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ASBSU President Chris Mathias reads a statement to the press in front of one of the new billboards.
funding for BSU per full-time
student is the lowest of the
four-year state colleges and
universities at $6,116 per
student. The University of
Idaho receives the most
funding at $8,838 per full-
time student.
ASBSU Vice President,
Ken Rock said he hopes the
campaign results in a $13
million turnaround in state
appropriated funds. she's impressed by the
"The longer it takes to get students' active role in
that money, the less. it's education issues.
worth," Rock said. "I'rn impressed they've
Peg Blake, BSU vice presi- . taken it uJ?on themselves to
dent of student affairs, said address this issue to the pub-
The University plans to expand the student dormitory complex behind Appleton Tennis Center.
880 millionin housing construction to start
. By Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter -.-----
house two classrooms, two
faculty offices, a faculty
apartment and a computer
lab.
The new, apartment
complex wi1l replace the
old University Courts
apartments and eight near-
by houses along University
Drive.
The complex includes
100 two-bedroom units, 76
four-bedroom units, space
for a convenience store,
community space and
leasing offices.
. Both the residence halls
and apartment complex
should be completed by
July 2004, Suddreth said. .
The residence halls cost
about $15.2 million, and
the apartment complex
about $14.2 million,
according to Larry Blake,
executive director of facili-
ties administration. The
structures will be paid with
revenue bonds, which'
don't require state-appro-
priated funds. Rental.
income covers bond
payments.
,According to Student
Housing., the new resi-
dence halls should appeal
to upperclassmen, while
the apartments can
accommodate families.
The increased number of
students on campus is sure
to prompt change in both
atmosphere and services,
said Leah Barrett, director
of the Student Union.
"Having more students
living on campus is
positive for student life,"-
Barrett said.
"They are, closer to
organization meetings and
more involved."
Seating arrangements at
Table Rock Cafe in the SUB
may be altered to
accommodate the increase
in students, Barrett said.
Occupants of the new resi-
dence halls will participate,
in a campus. meal plan,
while apartment tenants
can use their kitchens.
Limited . space on
campus poses logistical
problems for the new
residence halls. In order to
build thehalls, a parking
lot will be eliminated and a
road narrowed.
Campus Lane, 'which
runs north of campus along
the Boise River, will be nar-
rowed to 20 feet in width to
accommodate the new
residence halls, Blake said.
Sections of the road have
already been narrowed as
part of a separate project,
he said.
A lOS-space parking lot
north of Morrison and
DriscoU halls wi1l be lost.
In order to compensate for
these spaces, the north end
of the West Stadium
parking lot will be expand-
ed for Morrison, Driscoll
and Chaffee reserve
permits, Blake said.
Once the new residence
halls come on line, parking
may be divided among the
halls, For example.' there
may be a reserved resi-
dence hall permit aUowing
parkingin the north end of
the West Stadium lot, in·
addition to a more remote .
lot at the northend of the
East Stadium lot, . Blake
said.
The West Stadium per-
mit may be priced similarly
to a reserve permit, he said.
Construction on housing
totaling about $30 million
and nearly doubling the
number of students living
on campus will soon start.
In one of Boise State's
most expensive projects
ever, construction of two
residence· haUs and an
apartment complex should
start mid-March to April,.
said Doug Suddreth, Boise
State architect and project
manager.
Two suite-style resi-
dence halls will house 340
students and an apartment
complex about 350.
Currently, approximately
890 students live in four
residence halls on campus,
and about 300 in four
university-owned apart-
ments near campus.
A three-story residence
hall will be built north of
DriscoU and Morrison
Halls, and a smaUer four-
story haU between
Morrison and the Appleton
Tennis Center.
The smaller hall wi1l
STUDENT
Photo by Tad Harmon. Tho Arbiter.
lie and the legislature while
still understanding thatlack
of funds prevents it from
(happening this year,"
See ASBSU page 3
CoJlege of Ed
tries to make
the grade
By Linda Cook
The Arbiter -------
The National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher
Education wiJI conduct an on-
site evaluation of the
Department of Education at
Boise State University in April.
The NCATEevaluators wi11
consider all aspects of teacher
education at BSU, including
faculty qualifications and
available resources.
According to WendenWaite,
Boise State department chair of
Elementary Education and
Specialized Studies, budget cuts
which have affected all BSU
departments may impact the col-
lege's resource rating.
"Money is always a problem.
We just keep doing what we're
doing and hope for the best,"
Waite said.
Accreditation is designed to
ensure high standards of teacher
quality and is important to
teachers, schools and the
university.
NCATE is a coalition of 33
educational organizations
representing teachers, schools of
education and state and federal
government policy-makers. It is
the only educational accrediting
organization authorized by the
U.S. Department of Education.
Schools seeking to hire
teachers know that a graduate of
an accredited teacher training
school has met objective
standards of knowledge and
experience.
Most states, including Idaho,
have laws requiring public
school teachers to be graduates
of accredited institutions.
Teachers also benefit by
having instantly recognizable
credentials because colleges and
universities nation-wide use
NCATE accreditation. r-r :
Approximately two-thirdsof
teachers in the. United States
graduate fromNeATE-accredit-
ed schools of education, and
about 300 BSU studentsgradu-
ate each year with a degree ,in
education..>.. ,...,,;,,";>.
.Many statesno\V9f!etreci
. rocal!icel}sin~{~t)L:N~
·graduates. ..mlikjttg~'lt;·
those leachers'itci;
anotherstate.; .....
•AcerttiitatiQnL
the iiriiverSitY;
.accreditedte~f
gram w()uidatttaci~ . ..'<
.•SeeNCATE
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ASBSU Update
By Andy Benson
Special to TIle Arbiter
Executive branch 'update
President Chris Mathias pre-
sented the keynote address at the
Capitol Building for the Martin
Luther King Celebration on
Monday, Jan. 20.
President Chris Mathias and
six members of the ASBSU
executive staff attended BSU
President Charles Ruch's
address to the Joint Finance and
Advisory Committee at the
Capitol Building on Tuesday.
President Chris Mathias and
Lobbyist Rick Hachtel, along
with representatives from
Idaho's other universities and
colleges, met with Gov. Dirk
Kempthorne from 3:30 p.m, to 4
p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 21. After
the meeting, Mathias and
Hachtel had a private conference
with Gov. Kempthorne to
address funding needs for Boise
State.
Lobbyist Rick Hachtel was
invited to address the Senate
Education Committee Friday
morning. Hachtel advised the
committee of ASBSU's support
for Governor Kempthorne's
budget proposal, which would
increase higher education fund-
ing. President Chris Mathias
said it was unprecedented for a
student to be invited to address
the committee.
r:
f\, '
Legislative branch update
The Senate passed
Commendation #3 applauding
History Professor Todd Shallat
for his selection as "Idaho's Top
Professor of the Year" by the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching. The
commendation passed 13-0.
The Senate passed Bill #19,
which amended the ASBSU
financial code. The bill clarified
sections of the code pertaining
to the Financial Advisory Board,
administration of fiscal budgets
and regulations concerning
ASBSU service awards, The bill
passed 12-1.
Bookswap update
The Book Swap coordinated
the sale of 400 textbooks for
spring semester in early January.
Book Swap Coordinator
Chrystal Gallagher estimated the
swap saved participating stu-
dents approximately $4.000
when compared to BSU
Bookstore pnces.
_ KAT Photo by Chuck Kennedy
WASHINGTON, D.C. _ Anti-abortion protestors march in front of the Supreme
Court Tuesday, January 23, the anniversary of the court's Roe v,Wade decision
that legalized abortion.
University - will file a brief "\VT.est
with the Supreme Court next W'
month supporting the
University of Michigan
policy that considers race as
a factor in admissions,
officials said Thursday.
Harvard is plannine; to file
the brief by Feb. 18, said Beth
Potier, a Harvard
spokeswoman. President
Tilghman said y'esterday that
she supported the University
of Michigan's side and that
Princeton may join the
Harvard petition if asked.
The case centers on
whether the affirmative
action program denies white
students who filed suit
against the school equal
prote~tio~ guarantees of the
Constitution.
,President Bush opposed
the University of Michigan
policy in a brief Wed
Thursday by the Justice
Department. Harvard's brief
represents the first plans for
formal action by a major
university before the
Supreme Court to opJ.Josethe
Bush administration s views
on affirmative action.
A White House
spokesman declined to
comment Thursday night.
Harvard's Civil Rights
Project preViously supported
the University of Michigan
when the cases were heard in
the 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Campus Shorts
East
Abortion debate splits
post-Roe generation
HACKENSACK, N.J.-
Even though Raja Michael
was raised in a conservative
Christian home, she doesn't
see her anti-abortion beliefs
as just a religious issue.
"It still qualifies that life is
life," said Michael, a 21-year-
old senior at William
Paterson University and a
member of the campus
Intervarsity Christian
Fel1owship.
For Jessica Ansert, it has
always been a question of a
woman's body, a woman's
choice.
"I know the argument is
that God gave you this baby,
but God also gave you the
right to control your own
body and make your own
decisions." said Ansert, 19, a
Rutgers University sopho-
more and a member of the
campus Feminist Majority
Leadership Alliance.
Both youne; women are
abortion activists at a time
when the issue is being as
hotly debated as ever, and
both have come of ae;e in an
era of legalized abortion. -
But some polls are show-
ing that acceptance of
abortion is dropping among
young people. The Hi~her
Education Research Institute
at the University of
California at Los Angeles.
conducts an annual survey of
250,000 college freshmen
nationwide. In 1969, the first
year the survey asked about
abortion, almost 80 percent
of those polled said that
abortion should be legalized.
In 1990,. that approval
rating had dropped to 65.5
percent, and in 2001, 55,per-
cent of those polled said
abortion should be legal.
Fight between rival SJSU
fraternities leaves 1dead, 4
others injured
SAN JOSE, Calif.-
Two feuding fraternities
at San Jose State University
faced off for a gang-style
rumble in a park early
Wednesday that left one
student stabbed to death on
his 23rd birthday and four
others seriously wounded.
The fight broke out just
after micfnight at Flickinger
Park between about 70
members of the Pi Alpha Phi
and Lambda Phi Epsilon
fraternities, whose long-
standing feud boiled over
after a dispute Monday night
at a pool hall.
Police Sgt. Steve Dixon
wouldn't say who was
armed or how many
weapons were involved, but
he likened the brawl to a
fight between gangs whose
members sport Greek letters
instead of tattoos and
bandanas.
The deadly fight marred
the university's first day
back to classes after winter
break, as investigators cor-
doned off the Pi Alpha Phi
house and spent the day
interviewing more than 60
witnesses.
"We understand there
Phone:
346-8204 xl02
E-D1ai1:: . .".,~.:',;
neW8@arPiteronUnii.QOIIi' ,"-",.~:~~:~.~;~:,.:·~~·,>(~~~:X~::~
Princeton may join Harvard
in backing U. Michigan
admissions policy
PRINCETON, N.J.-
Harvard University - and
possibly Princeton
were some incidents of
egging, verbal taunts and
some bad blood between
them," Dixon said.
Authorities identified the
slain man as Alam Kim, a
member of the Lambda
fraternity and a computer
science major from Los Altos
who died from a single knife
wound to the chest that
pierced his heart.
Police named no suspects
in his death and said those
responsible were probably
on the run.
Three others were stabbed
and another was knocked
unconscious, but all are
recovering, including a 25-
year-old man in serious con-
dition at San Jose Medical
Center with a stab wound to
the back.
Both fraternities opened
San Jose chapters in the '90s,
promoting themselves as
alternatives for Asian
students. Police said the
fraternity members got into
an argument at a pool hall
Monday night and decided
to settle the dispute the next
day at William Street Park,
just south of campus.
"We had no indicators this
kind of thing was in the
works," said San Jose state
police chief Ric Abeyta.
'~ili';: ~':RJ~i~r
the'~~t'?'r_1s';ttee'e!. ", . ~
t' -th'-· 'b'li"";":,;:{"~."-k'''''~''-~~0, epu .,c,,,,,,,, _,}J:,,:'r'N~~,.:;,;
',Kozyrev;will exaIDine
Russian President Vladimir
Putin's foreignpoliey in
the context of .Russian
policy objectives, continu-
ing democratization and
market orientation.
'.',
Snake River Alliance
to host panel, dinner
The Snake, River
Alliance will host a panel
discussion at 7 p.m.
Saturday on the recently
released Pew Report, titled,
"What the World Thinks in
2002."
The discussion" at
Lindsay Hal1 950 W State
St., titled, "How Others See
Us: U.S. Propaganda vs,
Reality," will include inter-
national panelists.
Boise State Sociology
professor Martin Orr, will
moderate the discussion.
Boise Food Not Bombs
will provide a vegetarian
cuisine featuring Navajo
tacos with toppings, veg-
etable salad and dessert. .
The cost is $7 for non-
members, $6 for members
and $2 for children.
For those who join the
Alliance at the door, dinner
is free!
For more information,
call the Alliance at (208)
344.9l61 or email
sra@snakeriverailiance.org.
- Shorts compiled by
Brandon Fiala from Boise State,
KRT and U-Wire Ilews
services.
Congratulations to
the Winner of the Bogus
~asin season pass:
o ...ensen
for being the person to email their
birthday greeting to us
, ~ ~ .
has focused on minority recruit-
ment and has hired three more
minority faculty members in the
past two years. Department of
Education grants have helped
minority students to pursue edu-
cation degrees at BSU and
greater attempts are being made
to sec that practice teaching
includesworkingwith culturally
diverse students.
NCATE performs on-site
evaluations every five years and
the College of Education also
files annual reports witli
NCATE that address the col-
lege's, efforts to improve areas,
of concern, These reports can be
viewed online at the BSU
College of Education web site.
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Danny Glover to students: No war
Plt5:FiEE: Shelton Woods
By Lauren Consuelo Tussing
The Arbiter -------
"It wasn't until my 20s
that I had a spiritual experi-
ence that made me aware of
how important the universe
and the world is. And that's
what set me on the track of
wanting to be able to read
and write effectively,"
Woods said.
"I think also since I had
such difficulty with the
English language early on in
my life, it's almost funny that
I can sit and write in English.
And so I think that part of the
inspiration comes just from
the opportunity to write." ,
Woods' books range from
the history and culture of
Vietnam to a book he edited
about the history of Valley
County in Idaho, but he is
most proud of the book A
Broken Mirror; Protestant
FlIllIll/IllClIllllislll ill the
Philippillcs, which he was
working on for the past ten
years.
"I think after it came out I
felt that it would be okay if I
didn't write anything the rest
of my life because this is a
story that I wanted to tell and
I was able to write it," Woods
said.
"It was kind of like .. , it
was the one block that I had
to get out of the way before I
could move on and work on
other things."
Writing had become a part
of Woods' daily ritual. A self-
proclaimed morning person,
he arrives on campus at 6
a.m. He begins 'his day
working out, meditating and
writing.
"In terms of having the
energy to put something out
original .. , the hardest thing
is just staring at a blank piece
of paper and putting some-
thing down. And I have more
energy in the morning to
begin the process than I do
any other time during the
day," he said.
Woods feels that nothing
matches the experience of
immersing oneself in a story.
The experience of discover-
ing the plot and characters in
a story is an inspiration for
his writing.
"So, I think what inspires
me to write is trying to figure
out what people are thinking
and the unfolding of a story.
If I can do that, then I'm
really happy," Woods said.
This notion has also
influenced the way Woods
teaches a class.
, "I always tell my students
my class is like a puzzle and
if you miss a class you miss a
piece of the puzzle because
I'm unfolding a story here,"
he said.
Growing 'up in the
Philippines, Boise State histo-
ry professor Shelton Woods
struggled with speaking
multiple languages,
including Tagalog, Ilocano
and English.
. "Because I grew up speak-
mg several languages, I
never really mastered one of
them, especially grammati-
cally," Woods said.
Woods initiated teaching
himself how to speak well,
and his interest in history
and writing expanded.
His focus on academia
eventually led him to where
he is today, acting as an
associate professor of
East/Southeast Asian history
and dean of the College of
Social Science and Public
Affairs, with four books
published in the last year and
two more on the way.
Living as a minority in the
Philippines sparked a keen
cultural awareness and
curiosity in Woods' mind.
This unique viewpoint gave
him the foundation that he
would eventually build his
career on.
Woods moved to the
United States permanently at
the age of 23 when he began
attending college.
r
I
symbol. of the Planning Committee
"The powerful take this for the MLK Jr./Human
symbol and use it as a Rights Committee.
weapon," he said. "There are Crump said attendance
two kinds of Martin Luther dropped from last year
King - the safe King we have because Rubin "Hurricane"
all heard about, with the 'I Carter, last year's speaker,
have a dream speech' .. , and was a bigger draw.
the real King, who made mis- Glover and Fletcher were
takes but had great courage." paid $18,000 in student
The popular King, __is __moneyJor-speaking,_Crump
abstract from struggle, while said. The MLK Jr./Human
the real King was a Rights Committee is
troublemaker and agitator, primarily a student-funded
Fletcher said. organization, he said.
"Many of the people who Although keynote
now praise [King] used to attendance was down, more
condemn him," he said. people marched to the
Fletcher described King's Capitol than last year,
struggle as a global struggle Crump said.
concerned about issues other ,"Tnere were over 400
than race. people at the march, which
"This is not a struggle for was the largest number in 13
civil rights, but a struggle for years," he said.
human rights," he said. Alossible war with Iraq
A war with Iraq would coul have added to the
further alienate the rest of the numbers as many people
world, and is hypocritical protested war.
because President Bush's "Our event tends to reflect
grievances with Saddarn what's going on in society at
Hussein occurred at a time the time," Crump said.
when the u.s. considered Overall, about the same
him an ally, Fletcher said. number of people attended
About 2,000 people activities as last year. About
attended the keynote 250 people watched the film
address, said Michael "Two Towns of Jasper," he
Crump, student chairperson said.
By Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter ------
Actor Danny Glover and
Bill Fletcher, president of
TransAfrica Forum, gave the
keynote speech at Boise
State's Martin Luther King
Jr./Human Rights
celebration on Wednesday.
The speeches were the
culmination of a week focus-
ing on human rights, with
activities including a march
to the Capitol Building on
Monday, a pre-screening of
the documentary "Two
Towns of Jasper" and
numerous workshops.
Glover said war is not a
solution to terrorism, and
stressed rising inequality due
to globalization.
"We must work to remove
injustices that create
terrorism," he said.
Glover also questioned
domestic policy.
"A nation that continues,
year after year, to spend
more money on defense than
social programs is nearing
spiritual death," he said.
Fletcher discussed the
legacy of Martin Luther King
Jr. and the right wing's
appropriation of him as a
N CA TE [rom page 1
are serious about a teaching
career.
Waite noted that NCATE
also evaluates the classes and
coursework required of sec-
ondary education majors who
receive their degrees from BSU
colleges other than the College
of Education.
"The evaluation is universi-
ty-wide," Waite said.
Institutions seeking
accreditation through NCATE
are evaluated on six standards.
These include candidate knowl-
edge and skills, an institutional
evaluation system, field experi-
ence, cultural diversity, t~culty
ASBSU frollll'age 1
Blake said.
AlthoughBlake doesn't think
decision-makers will substan-
tially increase funding for
higher education in fiscal year
2004, she said she hopes BSU
students and administrators
proceed to keep the issue alive.
According to Blake, BSU
administration docs not antici-
pate a fee increase for the next
Ruch from page 1
mum impact on access."
Ruch outlined some of the
changes undertaken during the
2002-2003 academic year.
These included a four-day work
week during the summer, clos-
ing the university entirely for
the Christmas holiday, shorten-
ing the heating days, increased
use of computers in communi-
cation to cut paper and mailing
costs and a return of $600,000 in
scientific equipment.
, Ruch reminded legislators
that the university lost 42
positions last year due to lack of
funding these were twenty-two
faculty positions and 20 staff
positions.
The loss of faculty resulted in
70 sections not offered. At an
average of 25 students per ses-
sion, that leaves 1,750 students
who need alternative spots for
those sections.
Ruch told legislators that in
the next year, plans to limit
enrollment and increase support
systems for "marginal students,"
those the university admissions
office feels will have a harder
time succeeding in the college
atmosphere, will help to drop
'theenrollment from its current 4
percent growth to 2 percent in
the next fiscal year. '
Ruch said "marginal stu-
dents" will be asked to reduce
the number of classes they take
and consider the applied tech
program as an alternative to aca-
qualifications and institutional
governance and resources.
Among other activities, the
evaluators sit in on classes,
observe student teacher's
classroom abilities and review
how well students perform on
licensing exams such as Praxis.
Universities seeking accredi-
tation are not rated against each
other. Instead, they either pass
or fail and weaknesses are noted
in the NCATE report.
The most recent report cited
BSU's College of Education for
its wcakncss , in cultural
diversity. Not all education stu-
dents obtained field experience
with culturally diverse students.
Since the report, the college
academic year.
"After that, I don't know
what will happen," Blake said.
"If the state were to dramatical-
ly cut education funds like they
did last year, then a fee increase
would be necessary," Blake
said.
Rep. Kathy Garrett of
District 17 (which includes the
Boise campus) said she would
support equitable funding, but
doesn't think it's likely' to
demic education.
"We want to continue 10
maximize our commitment to
access but we recognize there
are going to be some trade offs
as our budgets remain
challenged," Ruch said.
Ruch finished his speech
with praise for the university'S
accomplishments and pushed
for deferred funds for the West
Boise Campus 'to be released.
Later, during the legislative
question-and-answer session,
Sen. Curt Mckenzie posed
several questions regarding the
West Boise Campus.
"It is in our best interests
financially and programmatical-
ly to expand the West Campus,"
said Ruch.
"If the funds were to be
released, it would take 18
months for current construction
to be completed and classes
moved from the Canyon County
extension to the Nampa campus.
The current Canyon County
facility could then be used for
expansion of the applied tech
program and the new West
Boise Campus could house up
to eight thousand more'
students."
According to Ruch, BSU
faculty and space are currently
maximized, leaving a lot of stu-
dents looking for alternatives to
regular classes, including night,
weekend and Internet classes.
Another important consider-
ation raised during the question
, period was' whether the univer-
happen this year.
"It's an idea that should've
happened a long time ago,"
Garrell said. 'The issue is
whether there is a strong enough
contingency to get this accom-
plished in a tight year."
The Idaho State Board of
Education budget provides a
footnote for funding equity as its
first priority when resources are
available. \'
sity athletic program is able to
sustain itself.
Ruch said the current budget
for the athletic department is
$11 million while self-generated
revenues raise $7 million. Two
million comes from state funds
and the rest $1.8 million comes
from student fees.
Tuesday's JFAC meeting
closed with warm wishes for
Ruch's retirement at the end of
the semester. The JFAC.com-
mittee plans to complete the
hearings prior to Feb. 19, when
budget planning begins.
tudent body leaden; were on
hand to show support for the
university president. ASBSU
presented their legislation in
support of Gov. Dirk
Kempthorne's budget proposal.
ASBSU President, Chris
Mathias thought Ruch's address
went well.
"The President hit on the
issues that needed attention and
didn't waste any of the
committee's time. He answered
all their questions accurately,"
Mathias said.
Later that day, in a meeting
with Gov. Kempthorne and
other student leaders from state
universities, Mathias presented
the ASBSU resolution support-
. ing the governor's budget.
According to Mathias, the
legislation was met with great
enthusiasm and Kempthorne
urged other student leaders to
show similar support.
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Opinion
By Pamela MaGee
Student -------
American troops are being
called up every day to leave
their families and friends and
are heading towards the
Middle East. It looks like the
United States will be going to
war with Iraq; many stu-
dents have asked me about
my experiences in the Gulf
War and how I feel about
going back into Iraq.
I oppose a war with Iraq
and I hope that some how we
Vie...........oints Monda
\
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I
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I_W-OIDe_n are_impo;rtan,ttQmilitary operation~
. -.:. 'l~ :' ,-~----~--'-~~~~~~,~T--"; .,c..'c~-···c __.--- .._.- - ... --.------'- ' . "
do'rto~ go to war. What I do tionbY·t!le,president to .teiil.~ ' .. The draft has' changed served gallanlly mall of our- In--the--GuIf--War,.c!here
know is that these men and state a draft in an emergency, ' dramatically since the '70s. recent military operations. were no exact positions and
women that are being called 111e United States ended After Vietnam, a series of Our military services rely on all areas were equally
to serve need our support the draft. in 1973. Althouih refo~changed the way the them ~ore and more. vulnerable, so the idea of safe
more than anything else.. there is' no .draft now; me' draft would be operated. If a 111e1rperformance recent- havens for women was not
Leaving yOUI' family and Military Selective Service Act draft were held today it ly has generated support really applicable. My unit the
nqt knowing if you will be ,still requif~\', ..' Jilt, .,roal¢sc"woul,d.?e t~e most equitable fro~ Congress. and the 159th Command Support
back is one of the most heart- between the ages of18 and 2.6 draftJn history. If a draft pubhefor enhancmg the role Unit was 17 miles from the
wrenching experiences that I .: ,.' , .were held today, there of females in the military. Iraq border, .which was
have eveihad to go through. would be fewer reasons to During the Persian Gulf War considered a "combat zone:'
Many of these reserves excuse a man from service. and now, women serving in This is an example of how
signed up to serve their . In 1971, a man could qual- the Middle East fly women's roles in the military
country because they could ify for a student deferment if helicopters, service combat conflict with the
not afford to go to college. Even though women he could show he was a full- jets, refuel tankers and load government, which tells
It was a way for them to time student. Under the new laser-guided bombs. women that, they are not
help pay for college when draft law, a college student Their performance has led allowed to be in combat.
they returned home. Many don't register lor could have his induction the world to realize that .When, in fact, women are
reserves are your neighbors _ postponed only until the end women are extremely useful and do serve in combat. The
they work, go to school and the dran, they are a of a current semester. in combat. Defense Secretary excuse is that those support-
some have families. Maybe The law does not require (now Vice President), Dick ing combat roles are not in
the student that sat by you' Very Important part women to register for the Cheney said "Women have actual combat. I feel they
last semester, in one of your draft. In 1980, President made a major contribution to need to clearly define the
classes, will be called to go to 01 our all-volunteer Carter asked Congress to the [war] effort. We could word combat.war. change the law to provide not have won without them." In closing, if you oppose a
They do need to know that Armed Forces. authority to require women Leaders in the field agreed. war with Iraq, you should
you care about them, many to register for the draft. T\Yenty-one women died make your voice heard
have already left for the gulf Congress did not authorize in the Gulf War, the first through contacting your rep-
before the holidays and it, citing the Department of women to die since Vietnam resentatives in Washington
many more are going daily. Defense's policy of not using and the first enlisted women D.C. let them know about
Many have been con- women in combat. to be killed in action. your issues and concerns.
cerned about the draft. What Even though women Thirteen of the 21 that died Also remember the soldiers
happens if the government to register for the draft. No don't register for the draft, perished with 25 males on that are going over to the
restates the draft? It would one anticipates a need to they are a very important Feb. 25, 1991, when a scud gulf, they need our support
take legislative action by reinstate the draft, but it part of our all-volunteer missile hit their barracks near even if you are against a war
Congress and implementa- could be reinstated if needed. Armed Forces. They ..have Dhahran. with Iraq.
,
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Army: Slackers need not apply"
America, but bad for the
Army. The draft pulled
young men together from all
classes, from the highest to'
the lowest, and gave them a
shared experience.' .
While this experience was
good for the men who
shared it, the quality of the
soldier during thedraft era
was, by comparison to those
today, awful. 111eplace was
full of malcontents and
malingerers; drunks and
disorderlies.
Not .anymore - anybody
whodoesn't.like soldiering
today, and who doesn't do a '
pretty good job of it, is out
on his or her ear, and
promptly. Even those who
want to stay must excel to be
retained, especially within
the officer corps.
Bring back the draft? Not
if you. ask the troops. The
Army will fight better with
its' professionals'. than with a
bunch of amateurs •
By Hans Halberstadt
Knight Ridder Newspapers-
, Loose talk about reinstat-
ing the draft seems to be'
coming entirely from people
who haven't had much con-
tact with soldiers or soldier-
ing in many years, if ever -
. people who don't have a
clue who is in the Army or
what they do. ' . .
Today's Army doesn't
need, doesn't want and
won't accept America's
slackers, losers and the
uneducated underclass in its
ranks. They are much more'
trouble·than they are worth.
Today's Army is a far'
better place without. con-
scripts. In the 30 years since
the draft was abolished, the
Army has become a profes-
sional institution designed
to fight and win wars
efficiently, and it is •doing
justfine with. the people it
.has.r.: ',' .
111e draft was· good for
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Wrestlers disrnarit.le Cal State Fullerton
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter -------
The Broncos wasted little'
time against the Titans (7-9,
2-2) winning all but one
match in the night.
''I' J feel a lot better if wc
had won that last match,"
Randall said.
Despite wrestling a solid
match, Pat Owens fell to
CFS's Chris Carlino, denying
Boise State a shutout over the
Titans.
Two Bronco seniors
secured their 20th victory on
the season as well as all four
nationally ranked Boise State
wrestlers winning their
respective matches.
Ben Vombaur (20-1),
ranked 4th at 125 pounds,
defeated Robert Valenzuela
11-1, while Collin Robertson
(19-3), ranked 8th at 149
pounds, won a 14-5 major
decision over Brett Gordon.
Gabe Vigil (10-4) had one
of the toughest matches of
the night against Juan Mora.
Tied 2-2 at the start of the
third period, Vigil scored a
one-point escape to take a 3-2
lead against Mora. Vigil con-
tinued to dominate Mora in
.the third, ending the match
'7-2. Vigil is ranked 10th in
the nation at 141 pounds.
Heavyweight Boe
Rushton (13-4) tossed around
an undersized Tyson Blair
for a technical fall, 22-5, with
less than 30 seconds in the
final period. Ranked 10th in
his weight class, the technical
fall was the first of the season
for Rushton.
The Broncos now torn
their focus to the rest of the
conference as they attempt to
defend their Pac-lO title from
a year ago.
"We got to get our motor
running, we need to gct on a
roll:' Randall said. .
The Broncos are l-Lon the
year in conference with their
loss coming to Arizona State.
"Wcre not in the driver's
seat, Arizona State is in the
driver's seat," Randall
continued.
Boise State lost to the Sun
Devils earlier this year, 19-15,
in Columbus, Ohio, at the
National Wrestlers Coaches
Association Duals.Last Friday night in The
Pavilion, thc Boise State
Bronco wrestlers took to the
mat and battled fellow Pac-
10 conference member Cal
State Fullerton to a
commanding 32-3 victory.
"We dominatcd,' our
wrestlers worked hard:' said
Bronco head coach Greg
Randall.
Boise State (4-3 overall, 1-1
Pac-l0) carne into the match
ranked 14th in the nation by
lnterlviat \ and 19th by
National Wrestling Coaches
Association.
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Broncos' win:. five
events at Classi,c ...:
. -
__ . A.Q.beyE.Isberry posted a
NCAA-:-provisioriaf. (qualify~
ing mark i).lthe· W:pound'
. weight .throw,;andBoise
State .won five individual
events, at' SatUrday's
, Western Indoor, Classic
held on the Jacksons'Track
at the Idaho Sports Center.
A senior from Meridian,
Elsberry won the event
with a provisional mark of
62-6.75 (19.07m): The
provisional. qualifying
mark is 60-8.50,.withthe
NCAA indoor automatic
qualifying mark at 64*11.50.
Elsberry . is . the school
record holder in the 20-
pound weighUhrow with a
mark of 63-2.75 set in 2002:
Elsberry's was the only
win for the Bronco
women's team, while the
Boise State men won four
events. These include KJ
West in the 60-meter dash
with a time of 6.86, Felix
Okello in the 400-ineter
dash with a time of 48.15,
Branden Forrest in the
3,DOO-meter run with an
8:46.82 clocking and Kenny
Johnson in the triple jump.
with a leap of 50-3.50
(15.33m).
Among the winners of
the other track and, events,
world 'record holder. Stacy
Dragila won the pole vault.
Comr.eting .for Nike,
Dragila posted a pole vault
mark of 15-1 (4.60)" in
winning the event.
Teamscompetinp in the
meet alon~ with. BOIseState
were Cahfornia, Stanford,
Idaho State, Eastern
Oregon, Northwest
Nazarene, Seattle Pacific
and Cal State Fullerton; .
Next action at the Idaho
Sports Center is this
Saturday' with the
BodybUllding.com Invite.
Schools _expected to
compete with Boise State
are Brigham Young,
Arizona State, Oregon,
Texas-El Paso, Cal State LA,
Northwest Nazarene and
Cal Poly Pomona.
-Bronco Sports Information
�p.;.;;,laga;:e;..;6:..._Tb=--;;e:::..:Ar:.::.::b:.:.:it;:::;er:--..,...-__ -.;....-.- --.::=:.Sports .
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Student athletes work hard for their money
j
. V'~"
By Andrea Trujillo
The Arbiter .;----
··student-athletes are
out in the communi-
ty reading. to grade
school students,
sending· anti-drug
messages to school
kids, volu.nteering at
athletic events and
raising money for
the university.
Gytnnastics coach
Sam Sandmire said
this is a huge :
resf,onsibility.
The amount of
fund raising and
community service
Boise State
University student-
athletes perform
cannot be
Arbiterfilo photo underestimated,"
David Mikell earns his paycheck last year against the Idaho Vandals. Sandmire said. .Sandmire said by
ball team, agreed that it's representing the university,
very hard to live off of student athletes also
monthly scholarship money. maintain one of their most
He said that all the athletes important functions - their
he knows get help from inherent placement as
somewhere, if not from community role models.
family, then from financial "It is especially important
aid. for young girls to see
Defares said that competent college women
maintaining stability on and competing, because female
off the court is very difficult. athletes do not receive as
He said that road trips place much covera&e as males in
added stress on the academic most profeSSIOnal sports,"
end of things, as athletes are Sandmire said.
forced to mIss class, therefore Student atWetes compete
missing in-class notes and in front of their peers and
group projects. Defares said cOlhmunity, in Ilddition to
that the key is to balance being seen on local and even
both. national television. They
"Balancing your time to provide name-recognition
do your school work is for their school. In that
critical. If you don't have bal- respect, Sandmire said that
ance off the court, you won't student athletes are
have it on the court. Stress off invaluable representatives of
the court leads to bad plays their institution.
on the court," Defares said. Sandmire said that
As far as scholarship although scholarship
athletes having it easy, student··athletes gain much
Defares said being a full-time from their experIence, they
student athlete is"hard work. also give baCK a lot to the
He said that just because university and to the
they love what they do community.
doesn't invalidate it. Defares What's good for the uni-
said that scholarship athletes versity's athletic programs is
put in hours of worK, just like good for the university. As of
a job. . yet, 30,000 people have con-
"The only thing that verged to watch a kid take a
makes it easier is the love for mafh test, but the whole
the game," Defares said. nation watched as the
In addition to athletic and Broncos beat Iowa State in
academic requirements the Humanitarian Bowl.
p'laced on student-athletes, Case in point, Sand mire
they also fill another said, "ESPN's coverage of
important role on behalf of the H-Bowl was a three:-hour
the university. Every week commercial for Boise State."
At Boise State, schol-
arship athletes. are
challenged inside the
athletic arena as well as
inside the· classroom
each and every day.
They are expected to
maintain a full
academic course load,
excel in their sport and
dutifully represent
their institution as
some of the most visi-
ble ambassadors for
the university.
David Mikell, a
junior running back on
the Bronco football
team said it's
frustrating that despite
such efforts, people
maintain -the . idea that
athletes 'have it easy:
"We worked hard to get
where we are, and we are
working even harder to keep
what we have," Mikell said.
Athletes train about 20
hours per week during their
seasons. These 20 hours do
not include taping and
training room treatments,
travel, community service or
fund-raising efforts.
Althougn various sports
place different expectations
on their respective athletes,
one thing remains constant -
training does not end when
the season does. Off-season
workouts can be just as
intense, if not more so, than
in-season training.
This -February, while the
Bronco faithful are still revel-
ing in the 2002 Humanitarian
Bowl win over Iowa State,
the team will start 5:45 a.m.
workouts. During spring
ball, roughly six months
before the 2003 season open-
er, the team will begin prac-
ticing four days a week. This
doesn't even touch on two-a-
days, which last for two
excruciating weeks in
August, when players' days
extend from 7 a.m. to
10:30 p.m.
ASIde from the athletic
re~uirements placed on
scholarship athletes,
academic criteria must also
be met in order to maintain
their scholarships. Student
athletes must be enrolled as
full-time students both fall
and spring semesters, and
they are required to Rass a
minimum of 24 credit hours
per year, in order to remain
eligible for competition.
A full scholarship pays
tuition and fees, room and
board and course-required
books. If an athlete cliooses
to live outside the residence
halls, they are given a
monthly check of $464. That
is expected to cover their
rent, bills and food. None of
this takes into consideration
the average everyday living
expenses that· .college
students incur.
Despite this, scholarship
freshman are forbidden by
NCAA rules to work while
other scholarship athletes are
limited to earning $2,000 per
school year.
The excessive obligations
placed on athletes~ both
physically and academically,
prevent most from working
ouring the school year. Time
won't allow it, even if the
NCAA did. Mikell said that
makes it tou!7h, because the
money doesn t go very far.
"It s hard to live off of
$464 a month. Most of that
goes to rent, bills and food.
By that time your money is
more than gone. Most people
have to get money from tlieir
parents, out we are all pretty,
much broke all the time,'
Mikell said. .
Bryan Defares, a junior
guard on the men's basket-
.Monday; January 27, 2003 .
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Men's basketball··loses ·in ..overtlme
, .. ,
Omat Duran hit a 3-poihtsh()fwlth 32 seconds foplay
to ice TexasElPaso's 85-78 overtime overtheBo~Stl:lte .
, Broncos Saturday night at the Don Haskins Arena;, Duran
nailed the decisive three with time. running out. on the
shot dock to give the Miners a five-pairlt lead. the B~0I1S9~..
couldn't o~ercome. ... . .: ....' ,.••.......... .'... . :.'.'):-)
Boise State (9-8,34 WAC) trailed mostofthe game,.but.·
. managed to~ake a couple ofle~ds lateiri thesecondna1f,:.
The Broncos hadacliance'to win.it in regulatioh,J:,ut,
Bryan Defaresmissed aq)ntested layupwithtimeriu\-
ning· out and Aaron Haynes' .tip-in came just after the"
buzzer sounded. ..,
. Defares led· Boise State. with 22. points and . seven
rebounds.'Aaron Haynes CWdBqokerNabors each added
15 points, while C.}. Williams chipped in 14. ....
Giovanni St. Amant ledUTEP (4-:12, 2-5 WAC) with 2!?
points, whileDliran chipped iil17. Thomas Gehrke added
15 for the Miners, who shot 55 percent, including a
blistering 72 percent inthefirsthalf,whilepatius Ma.ttear
hadH points and 18 rebounds, . .
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Beware of-authenticity
___in'American Indian art
By Ben Bliclde
Daily Northwestern
(Northwestern U.) ----
EVANSTON, - Be careful
what you buy, said Andy
Abeita, an American-Indian
arts advocate, Thursday.
night at the Mitchell
Museum of the American
Indian in Evanston, Ill.
Abeita, who has been
selling stone artwork for the
past 20 years, estimated that
50 percent of the Indian-
themed art advertised as
authentic in shops and
galleries in the United States
ISactually fake.
Many of the art pieces
have been crafted from casts
in the Philippines and
Mexico, but manufacturers
claim they have an
American-Indian origin to
raise their selling prices.
In many cases, these
manufacturers replace semi-
precious stones with plastic,
he said. But Abeita concedes
there are some consumers
who do not care if the piece
is real, as long as it rooks
authentic. .
"I am worried about the
people who care' about the
culture and want to support
the culture," Abeita said.
Abeita also described his
artwork for the crowd of
about 30 people.
Born in Chicago and
raised in Canada, he moved
to the Isleta Pueblo reserve in
New Mexico when he was 8
years old. Soon after, he took
an interest in replicating
American-Indian art that has
paid off. Some of Abeita's
works have sold for more
than $30,000.
In order to transform
stone into a work of art,
Abeita said he usually begins
by selecting a stone the size
of a loaf ofbread. As he cuts
the stone, he pays special
attention to how it cracks.
Based on these cracks,
Abeita decides how to shape
the stone into an animal
form. He uses sand paper
and sponges to mold the
stone into the final product.
. "Each rock takes shape on
its Own," Abeita said.
Abeita uses semi-precious
stones, minerals and shells to
create small figures of
animals known as fetishes,
he said. The Pueblo believe
these "figures have the power
to assist people with
problems.
Whenever purchasing a
.piece that is being advertised
as American-Indian art,
Abeita advises the consumer
to find out as much informa-
tion as possible. Ask who
made it, what tribe the artist
belongs to, what materials
were used and if it is
handmade, he said.
.' "Get it in writing," Abeita
said. .
Another option to ensure
the origin of the work is to
buy American-Indian art
from one of the more' than
700 stores in the United
States endorsed by the
Indian Arts and Crafts
Association.
The Mitchell Museum also
distributes pamphlets with
tips for consumers interested
in buying American-Indian
art.
The museum instructs
consumers to look for silver
marked as sterling, stones
that are ..natural rather than
stabilized and guarantees
that the piece is handmade.
Mike 'Mullin, an attorney
who represents American-
Indian artists, explained that
Congress passed a federal
law that prohibits a
manufacturer from even
suggesting that a piece of art
is authentic if it is not.
Enforcement of this law is
difficult, however.
Mullin has filed a class
action suit on behalf of
American-Indian artists and
said he plans to take his first
case to trial before the end of
the year.
"The hope is that there
will be a movement to
enforce the law," Mullin
said.
"Unfortunately, the peo-
ple who will have to enforce
It is the artisans themselves."
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Monday, January 27, 2003piverslons
night was Mike Bokan, gen-
eral manager . of
.CruciaI.com. He said of the
festivities, "We are in for a
wonderful evening."
."I think this event and
events like this are wonder-
ful. We can continue to ben-
efit from learning about
other cultures," he said.
An invocation was sung
after the American national
anthem. The song, "Vande
Maatharam" (Mother, I bow
to thee), drifted across the
performed "Dola Re" from
the Oscar nominated movie
Devdas. A techno beat
driven piece, "DoIa Re"
conveyed the mysteries of
the past with "the promise of
the future.
A fusion dance
performed by the students
of Sudha Vasu included
styles from North and South
India. Two pairs of girls,
each pair representing a dif-
ferent region incorporated
the dance styles of that
Dancers perform the Dandiya, an example of India's diverse culture.
Photo byTed Harmon.The Arbiter.
Indian community celebrates Independence
Cultural Night
a success
_PRIVA TE DANCES ARE AL WA YS A VAIL-BLE
_NEW VIP AREA - DANCE SPECIALS NIGHTL YI
POOL TABLE -SPORTS - VVEEKLY SPECIALS·
Must be 1a....vvl i.d. to enter
4348 VU.STATE ST•• BOISE"ID 83703
208-388-"1829 _ .
Hours: 6PM-2AM - 7 DAVS A VVel:K
• •• •
: is ••
• Free Adrnh!~sion Mon;';S.a1:only.:: ~.fI~m=~ Nq':~:';fJ:~··n".:
_
. Jc ._ .. ' ,'" ." . .... .... .. . 'Expires 3/31«'03'·• ... ._._ _. "";'._._ _. v_·;'"
ByMelissa L. Llanes
Brownlee
The Arbiter ------
The Special Events
Center, last Saturday night,
held the celebration of
India's 54th Republic Day.
This event, hosted by Indian
families and India-based
organizations in Boise,
which includes the Indian
Student Organization, was
informative as well as
entertaining.
The culmination of vol-
unteered time and hard
work, Indian Culture Night
2003 stemmed -frorn the
need for 'the Indian
community to participate
in the celebrations going on
in India on this day, and to
give Boise a multi-cultural
perspective on one of the
most diverse and richly
populated countries on
'earth.
The program Was filled
with a blendinl? of highly
charged 'ancient and
modern music and dance, a
comedy, "An Awakening"
written and directed by
Nishant Sinha, and a mov-
ing drama that recounted
the story of India's
independence from Britain.
Entering the SPEC, the
audience was treated to a
booth selling artifacts and
artwork from India. Also,
children's drawings were
placed along the entryway
to greet the public.
A festive air seemed to -
permeate the auditorium as
little boys in Nehru jackets
played In the aisles, but it
was women dressed in
colorful saris, red being the
predominant color, that
truly transformed the
evening. Even the girls
wore colorful outfits befit-
ting such a festival.
The honored guest of the
$2
--'----_ .._-' '-.-
Dandiya was. her favorite.
The Dandiya was. a dance
performed by women, who
weaved' in and around each
other, tapping small sticks
against their own and each
other's.
The highlight of the
evening was the
Independence Theme Dance
Drama. Stylized and laden
with Indian symbols, the
dance drama demonstrated
India's struggle for freedom.
The beautiful representation
of Mother India weeping
over the suffering of her
people under British rule
was' truly a poignant and
moving scene.
After a standing ovation
for their performances, the
entire cast, crew and the
many volunteers ended the I
show with a stirring
rendition of India's national
anthem, "[ana Gana Mana"
(Thou Art the Ruler of All
Minds). The sauing of all
people waits ill tllt/ hand, thou
d~spellser oj India's destilly,
_ tnctont, victory, vIctory to
thee.
The performers were
given another round of
ap!i.'ause, including very
entl rusiastic catcalling and
whistling. Arnela
Tarantino, there to see her
sister perform said of the
performance, "It was l?reat,
better than I expected. -
Vikram S. Koka, presi-
dent of the Indian Student
Organization, said in
response to how successful
he thought the event was,
"Itwent Just wonderful, and '
the audience was simply
fabulous."
All proceeds from Indian
Cultural Night 2003 were
donated to the Indian
Student Organization, the
Arc and The Association for
India's Development (AID).
Photo byTed Hal man, The Arbiter.
India's flag is held aloft as the participants sing India's
national anthem. .
auditorium, echoing
enchanting refrains and
intertwininl? melodies.
Next, girls dressed in
different-colored saris
region with highly stylized
gestures and energetic foot
movements.
Shannon Wilson, a BSU
MBA student, said the
For more images of the
Indian Cultural Night, go to
arbtieronline.com
I•
& $2 Drinks
LONG!!
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Cover up
They caU me the mole,
fI dim flaw on Immaculate skin.
I am rarely noticed, bot I see
euerythlng.
Perfect, pink lips, but I see tlie
. scar.
Dainty, button nose, she had It
. done lost year.
long, luscious eyelashes, curled
and pointed.
Pimples and blemishes try to
: _.befrJendme,
I'U haue none of that trasfi.-·
flclds and treatments wipe them
out.
I know I'll always stay behind,
Because I know the secrets.
I am the mole and I work alone.
Relll Jones
You can ask me. but
it's not clear.
I'llsay fuckyou, and so willmyface.
Holes in the nose and mouth, buttons
as eyes:
These onlyserve likefunctions on my
cardigan sweaters.
I change my
sweaters every day.
I ask myselfwho Iam too much,
and things become monotonous
when others ask me to explain
. myself.
Myemotions are likethreads tangled
in a maze of angora.
I change my
mind every day.
As hardas Imay lookat myself,
my face is just another in the crowd.
What makes mine so special?
Don't ask, I'mtoo obscure.
Tracy Maret
\
By Lauren Consuelo Tussing the faces of ~s. Trusky also
The Arbiter encouraged friends and faculty to
--compose poems for the exhibit--·
The idea for Boise State English "And, then when we were all
professor Tom Trusky's latest totally sick of our own faces, I,
1poetry / art exhibit, "In Your Face," arranged to send them to the Idaho
came to him in the mail. writer in residence, Jim Irons, and
"I actually received one of those he juried them," Trusky said.
junk mail catalogs last semester, and But the poems were not written
was sort of thumbing through it, entirely without difficulty .."
looking at strange things like glow" "I guarantee that most .people
in the dark golf tees and all sorts of that have or will write a poem about
,strange little pencil erasers mono- their face have struggled with it. If
grammed with your name ... and you think about it, there are so
suddenly I turned the jage and many faces, what makes yours or
there was a full page ad for these mine special? This was my struggle
masks," Trusky said. and that's what my pOl!mdisplays,"
The white masks reminded said Tracy Maret, author of the
Trusky of. blank sheets of paper, poem "You can ask 'me, but."
giving him the idea that students 'Expanding on the idea that all
could write poems about faces on faces are different, each poem
the masks for the exhibit. selected for the exhibit is unique.
"This mask was - masks always The works range from Kelli
sort of scare me anyway, but - these Jones's poem "Cover up," which is
were sort of featureless. The white written from the viewpoint of a
ones were so blank. They' just mole, to Heather McGiff's "I Serve a
looked empty and sort of robotic - Purpose," which explores outside
the clone from hell look or some- perceptions of faces.
thing, you know. It was sort of McGiff began writing the poem
unnerving for some reason," he by studying her face in the mirror,
said. but abandoned the task after
Trusky .purchased 50 masks for realizing the difficulty in looking at
the exhibit, but the masks turned her own face objectively.
out to be too weak to write on. Upon "So then I thought about how I
discovering this, Trusky envisioned think other people, strangers, might
the exhibit as a hallway of eerie see me. How people I run into on
masks with one page of poetry Saturday nights downtown might
printed underneath them. think of me. What might my face
He told students in his fall poetry say to a complete stranger?" McGiff
class the idea, and the students said.
began writinl? and revising poems "It isn't my face, and it is. It's how
about faces, either their own face or I feel I am perceived, until people
Step Afrika! to perform at BSU
/
,,(
I,
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter ------
For the first time in Idaho,
Step Afrikal, an energetic,
tribal dance performance, is
coming to campus.
Step Afrika! has
performed on stages in
North America, Europe and
South Africa, reaching thou-
sands of people each year.
Leana Vitruk of the
Student Programs Board,
said, "I would think that
since it's a cultural
performance, the audience
will be able to learn from it."
The performance will
include dances such as
stepping, tap, Zulu and gum-
boot from South Africa,
clogging, hip-hop, house and
freestyle.
Body slapping, stomping
and shouting in the dance
number, "Shhhhl," inspired
by schoolyard games, is
among the favorite dance
pieces. One reviewer noticed
the dancers wear boots
instead of tap shoes to do
these high-energy dances.
Founded in December
1996 and based in
Washington, D.C., Step
Afrika! USA (SAUSA) is the
American arm of the
historic festival in Soweto,
South Africa-
Step Afrika! is plore thana.
dance -company: ·howc:?ver, '.'
they also concentrate on
education and cultural
awareness, focusing
primarily on. the history,
development and perfor-
mance of stepping.
There are step residencies
and clinics at the Kennedy
Center, Young Audiences,
the MOJA' Festival and in
schools and community-
based organizations across
the nation, in which Step
Afrika! spotlights the
African-American art form of
stepping and its links to
worldwide dance traditions.
In addition, the company
offers year round classes on
the tradition of stepping.
"We're trying to get
everyone to come," Vitruk
said.
Step Afrika! is performing
Feb. 1 at the Special Events
Center. The snow starts at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are
available at the Student
Union Information desk and
at the door. General admis-
sion tickets are $6, while
Boise State student, faculty
and staff tickets are $3.
Conspiracy inspires workers' rebellion
.j
\
!
I
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By Aaron Richter
The Mmleater (U. Missol/ri)-
COLUMBIA, Mo.-
Listening to the Bigger
Cages, Longer Chains EP by
the (International) Noise
Conspiracy has given me
inspiration.
Lately, I have successfully
organized a student uprising
over my fascist microeco-
nomics professor, and I have
overthrown the oppressive,
capitalist manager at my job.
: .I am a voice of the people, .
leading the common man to
rise up against his overseers
and spreading Marxist
equality wherever I go. Well,
not really, but the T(I)NC's
new EP fills me with these
types of ideas.
Bigger Cages, Longer Chains
delivers music with the bite
of a pit bull being slapped
around with a leg of lamb ..
As in past releases, this
Swedish quintet continues to
blend punk rock with its
own brand of anti-capitalist
politics.
With major social and
musical influences from the
Clash, T(I)NC conveys
deeply political messages
through high-energy rock
that IS typical of recent
Swedish musical arrivals.
The album begins with
Bigger Cages, Longer Chains, a
track taken from T(I)NC's
latest full-length release, A
New Momil1g, Chunging
Weather.
We are greeted with a
song lead-in similar to that of
Elvis Costello's "Radio,
Radio." .
Soon enoug!l. a saxophone
wails its way through a tight
sounding rhythm section
and melts perfectly into the
keyboard, giving the song an
excellent blend of punk, funk
and a touch of ska.
The political commen-
taries of T(I)NC are
consistently hammered into
the listener's head through
.the lyrics. This stuff isn't
subtle, either.
Take a line from
"Beautiful So Alone," for
example: "Like new treatise
of free movement for the
chosen few' / and in this
world ofnew economy there
is just no room for you."
In "A Textbook Example,"
the band attacks the
education system Pink Floyd
style: "Expression's not that
easy when you're taught to
be a foo!."
T(I)NC's expressed ideas
are not just for show. The
liner notes contain quota-
tions of inspiration for each
of the songs along with what
appears to be suggested
reading listed by title and
author.
Never have I known a
band that cared so much
about its lyrical topics that it
encouraged its listeners to
study further.
Something you normally
would not expect from such
a political band is that
T(I)NC's music issincredibly
danceable. Each musician
plays with funky
syncopation.
Italmost seems as if lead
singer Dennis Lyxzen (x, y
and z all in one last name?) is
doubling as James Brown
and his band is crisply
responding to every yelf of .
his voice or movement a his
body. <
Speaking of body 'move-
ments, four music VIdeos are
included with the six-song
EP. The videos provide a
taste of the excitement of
T(I)NC's live performances.
Each one contains the
band members in matching
outfits going completely
~nsane while playing ~heir
mstruments. Lyxzen pulls
wild stunts with his
microphone such as pro-
peller . swings and even
'tosses it. up, spins around
and catches it only to
continue singing.
At one point the guitarist
even pulls a forward roll in
the middle of a solo. .
To listeners who are
unfamiliar with T(I)NC,
Bigger Cages, Longer Chains
provides an excellent taste of
what the band is all about.
The.spirit of Boise State's founders still exists in today's remarkable
student leaders. They will likely assume leadership roles in our
communities, in their professions, and as Boise State alumni.
Each year a select group of graduating students who have
demonstrated' exceptional leadership, service, academic achievement
and appreciation of diversity will be inducted into the Founders'
Leadership Society.
N.0mination letter(s) from Boise State faculty, staff, student and/or alumni
Nominee resume outlining campus/community leadership
Graduating student (December 2002, May 2003)
. Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0
Recognized as' a leader at Boise State and/or in the community .
Nominee completes successful interview with the selection committee
. .....e- '-,- _
February .15, 2003
Submit nomination materials to Vice President
for Student Affairs Office at: '.
Boise State University
Founders' Leadership Society
Administration Building 210
1910 University Drive
Boise, 10 83725
get to know me.
It's who I might
have been, had
I not &otten
married. '
Although
the concept of
writing
poems about
faces was
daunting, the
students are
satisfied with
the- result.
"What I
enjoy about
any poem I
write is when
you look at it
and say,
'Wow! It
works!' It's
definitely plea-
surable to like
something you've
written," said
author of
"Stranded," Troy R.
McGee.
"I feel like poetry is
also a craft you have to
work on, and when you
make a poem that you
think works, you feel
you're getting somewhere
with that craft."
The exhibit, which features
11 original poems (including an
alr.habetical portrait of Trusky),
Willbe displayed in the hallway of
the Liberal Arts building until
March 21.
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To place your free classified ad, caU-345-8204ext. 119~r drop by the office located at 1605 University Drive (comer of University &Michigan),..,.---,
lli'ind it I
Need a Spanish
Tutor? BSU graduate
will tutor you for only
$lO/hr. 5min from
BSU 861-2223
J..
~
CHIROPRACTIC
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call Dr.Jim Trapp
at'389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walkingdistancefromsub
1025 Una::lnA'k Boise,ID837QS
"AskaboutourBSU discount"
Kappa Sigma
International
Fraternity, is looking
for a few good men, !o
become better men.
Do you want to join
one of the nations
Largest National
Fraternities? The
Kappa-Rho chapter is
opening our Formal
Rush Schedule
between the 24th of
january and the 1st of
February. For more
information call
426-2877
Table tennis player
looking for others to
play at REC Center
Alan (Cell) 724c2161
www.uuitywcddiru; s.com
eves.
41Vnity
Custom Ceremonies Drummer wanted for
established Boise band,
to play original music
338-5260
• weddings, unions .'\:.mon:
• coordinating. pLuming.
consulting services Wanted: High output
Alternator for Stereo
System in a 91 Mazda
MX6. Call 939-8872
• day spa services
1500 S. Orchard
440-4622
Drill press heavy duty
3/4 HI' motor 240-3600
. rpm $130 Gas BBQ
w / propane tank $40
869-4909
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg.
Sacrifice $100. Call
866-7476
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set Brand new
in box Retail $1450
Sacrifice $395 Call
888-1464
2Bd /2Ba Mobile Hm.
Close to BSU. Great for
student w / roommate!
Call Lee @658-1160
King size Pillow top
mattress set Brand
New-in bag ..Must sell
$225 Can deliver
866-7476
Italian leather couch
and lovcseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Ret.iil $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
Queen PiIlowtop
Mattress Set. Brand
New-still in plastic
Must sell $150.'Can
deliver 866-7476
1992 Ford Tempo GL
Auto, -ldoor, am / fm,
cassette, air, funs
great!! $1500 378-4128
1995 Volks. Jetta 78K
Miles, New
Tires/Brakes, Has Tint,
CD, A/C $5900 Call
853-5489
Parting out a 1990 1
Ton Ford Truck 4x4.
Call 863-9460
3 yr old Paint Gelding,
Started, Very Gentle
$800/obo Call 863-9460
Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
Furnished & Unfurnished
EVERGREEN SUITES 304·1600
Female Roommate
$300 incl. all util, but
phone. $150 dep. 2 mi
from BSU Tom or
Kelly 429-1046
tffie Qyads 011
tfie 'Park
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Roommate wanted
$300/ mo incl util, Pets
neg. Close to BSU Call
424-8728
Clean safe country
bachelor pad on horse
ranch, horse space
avail, util pd $400/mo
939-D048
Starting at $295/mo.
MOlllllll/Mol'l'ill
SI'(;cia{'f
Includes all utilities, cable!
IIBO, com puler lab. Open 7
days a week.
336-8787
N-end 1 bd, huge
remodeled apt.
$495/ mo also 1 bd
$420/1'110both w / cov-
ered parking & storage
912 W. Hays 422-2753
Ibdrm home w / study,
carport refer, dw,
range. N Boise, No
pets/ smk $525.Dllcall
342-7171
M/F Roommate to
share 3 Bdrm. Dplx.
$250/mo. Plus 1/2
Utilities. Near 5
Mi/Victory 7U3-lJ425
3bd 2ba 1484 sq ft, dbl
garage Spring mead-
ows house near Park
center.$925+$600dep
344-6852
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-1884
ext. U-989
Sigma Alpha Lambda
A nat' Ileadership and
honors organization is
seeking motivated &
committed students to
begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA
req'd, ii1fo@sal-
honors.org
ClickDroncoJobs
III http://
carecr.bulsustate.cdu
-Bronco.Iobs
'",1I1'1''',IIIII'ill''·
Lookingfor
Jobs while you arc a
student. Career
Opportunities, or
Internships'!
Free job-referral
service
Needed a person to
work w /DD clients,
swing shift Wages
DOE Ask for Tammy
461-0438
Bartenders Needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No expo
Necessary. Call 866-
291-1884 ext. U989
\,et
/ ..~~
LCY;~'~MC?a~
OPENING
FEBRUARY 10th
NOW HIRING
ALL POSITIONS
Flexible
Schedule
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
Fairview
I mop IfJ{)hllll.~
IICar/flo SE
(/
I:I~--~
I Applebce's I $8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Apply in person
1O:00am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday
3551 E. Fairview Ave.
.(208) 887-7801
Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250/ day
Potential. Local
-Positions.
1-800,293-3985 ext 223
Couple seeking to
adopt baby. Married
11 yrs. Both college
grads. Free counseling
you & your family.
babyseekers@
netsca pc.net
IDAHO
t~l'OU
~~CAN
Students with prior
military service. any
service retain your rank
and earn up to $300 or
IOOre one weekend a roonth
+
you may be eligible for
$276 a month G.!. Bill
$240 State $1800 Federal
Education Assistance call
Tom Blagburn 863-3516
or Rick Simroons 841-0534
Idaho Army National Guard
Horo cope
By Linda C. mack calls. You're very per- have enough time any- mind may be racing a
Tribun« Mcdill Scr"iccs suasive now. more. Loved ones mile a minute. Don't
understand, so keep at ask your body to keep
Today's Birthday (Jan. Gemini a tough job till you get up. Hide away in a pri-
27). Transformation is (May 21-June 21) it done. vate place for some
the name of the game - Toda1' is a 9 - How· serious contemplation.
this r-ar. Keep believ- Clln c1 Cli1nning cOl1ver- Libra You may discover that
ing t 1at great things sationalist like yourself (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) you want to change
can hapben, and don't become awkward and - Today is a lO - You direction.
worry a out how. You tongue-tied? Don't can learn whatever
can parlictate in solv- sweat it. Let the others you don't know. You Aquarius
ing a frob em with do the talking, and inay not know it all, (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
globa consequences, theD' II think you're but knowing you, you - Today is an 8 - You're
)ut not by yourself. It's bri liant. know more than they an excellent team play-
a team effort. think you do. er, and with good rea-
Cancer son. You get much far-
To get the ildvantage, (June 22-July 22) Scorpio ther, faster, that way.
check the dais rating: - Today is a 5 - You're (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Call a meeting and
10 if; the easiest day, () enormously creative - Today is a 5 - Look outline new plans.
the most challenging. now. You have to be, fm' ways to increase
or you'd be totally your income without Pisces
Aries inundated. Learn to increasing your output. (Feb. 19-March 20)
(March 21-April19) del~ate, and you'll be Amazingly, that ' - Todd. is a 5 - Some of
- Today is an 8 - The hea cd for your next becomes J)OSsible over the or ers you receive
more you learn, the million. the next ew days. may not make much
more \'ou realize you sense. But they do
don't know. Don't be Leo Sagittarius make sense, from a
ashamed; it's just a (July 23-Aug. 22) . (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) bigger perspective.
phase of the journey - Todar is an 8 - Be - Today is a 9 - Your Trust an honest, wise
toward wisdom. carefu - your idealism abiliti to communicate leader, and you'll get
You're getting there. is about to carry you is stil lagging behind to the right place.
away. New changes the awesome insights
Taurus seem perfect, but are you're receiving. This (c) 2003, TRI13UNE
(April 20-May 20) they practical? Keep a is OK - you'll be called MEDIA SERVICES
- Today is a 5 - If you lid on expenditures. to teach soon enough. INC.
can't get a raise, maybe Take notes if you must.
GOucan improve hour Virgo Distributed by Knight
)enefits. It's wort 1a (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Capricorn Ridder /Tribune
try, and it's worth - Today is a 5 - It may (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Information Services.
making il few phone seem as if you never - Today is a 5 - Your
00 "<OU HAVE A PILL
FOR SOMEONE WHO
GETS REJECTED B~
WALLY?
Crossword
IN' RESPONSE TO
~OUR CONTINUOUS.
Hl\lWING ABOUT NOT
HAVING ENOUGH
FUNDING ...
r---------'!"'""'IIer---------....ur---~-------.3 !
~ I HIRED AN
@ EXPENSIVE
.~ CONSULTANT TOi ANAL~ZE ~OUR
II BUDGET.
I'LL HAVE TO RUN SOME
CHAOS AND COMPLEXIT't'
SIMULATIONS, BUT IT'
LOOKS AS IF ~OU NEED
MORE MONE~.
ACROSS
1 Thwack
5 Dies like a frog?
11 Rather's
nelwork
14 Emanation
15 Hispanic district
16 Put in stitches
17 Splintered
pieces
19 Lyricist
Gershwin
20 Grazing land
21 Social events
23 Look scornfUlly
24 Bother·
26 "The Face is
Familiar" poet
27 Ominous
30 Verbal
exchange
35 Gambler's card
game
39 Blind devotion
40 Pithy saying
42 Twangy
43 Film star of the
1920s
45 Desktop
publishing
acronym' .
47 Advantage
50 Lunched
51 Tragedy
56 Grassland
58 Defrauder
60 Every last one
61 Southpaws
64 Unwell
65 "The Third Man"
author Greene
66 Venetian villain
67._ Palmas
68 Fall blooms
69 Harbinger
DOWN
1 Stingers
2 To err is
3 Get up
4 Photo finish
5 Person with a
handle?
6 Few and far
between .
7 Wash. neighbor
8 Ready when
you_I
9 Quasi
01/27/03Iti 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
10 Fair to middling
11 Dishes
12 Ice masses
13 Shatler
18 "Ben
22 On cloud nine
24 Gore and
D'Amato
25 Profoundly
27 Commuter's ride
28 Axilla
29 Abreast of
30 Ruckus
31 Actress Lupino
32 Help!
33 DigWithone's
hands
34 Unctuous
36 Beer barrel
37 Misspeak
38 Baseball stat
41 Jazz piece
44 Be in the red
46 Woodcutters
47 Cyber letters
48 Perry's
secretary
49 Causes rancor
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51 Cave dwelling
52 Wireless
. 53 Mr.T's group
54 Come together
55 Malicious
burning
57 Gymnast Korbut
58 Singe
59 Scenery
chewers
62 Love-handles
content
63 Tryon'novel, ._
Other"
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Essentials for sare Winter recreation
". By Aaron Beck
The Arbiter -----
attention to safety that
winter travel demands.
All backcountry users
should travel in pairs
and, when in potentially
unstable areas, wear a
transceiver. A transceiver,
however, is only worth
its hefty price when cared
for and used properly.
Replace transceiver
batteries at the beginning
.ofeach season. Also, take
the time to refresh your-
self with the functions of
the transciever and make
sure you are wearing it
properly. Then take the
time to do a mock search.
'""" Get together with a ski
or snowboard partner,
find an open space at
night and take turns
locating each other -
practice using a trans-
ceiver with both the grid
and arc pattern.
Each person in a party
should carry a shovel.
Shovels are a must for
digging pits to evaluate
snow stability.
Shovels are also useful
in emergency situations.
They can be used to res-
cue buried victims and to
build emergency shelters
for, travelers caught in
storms.
A compass is invalu-
able for route finding on
longer trips and as a res-
cue tool. Know how to
, Wihter backcountry
," travel opens up a world
of untracked powder,
, [ong, silent climbs up
.' \"ii.d~elines and beautiful
, alpine views.
,. It also carries a certain
, 'level of risk.
Ii Before strapping on
the snowshoes or step-
'I . ping into bindings this
" " winter, ~e sure to p~ka
few items essential for
smart travel.
The first and- most
Importari] item, anyone
can pqd,<y1s sound judg-:
ment..t "."
The right mental tools
and outlook come from
experience. If you
haven't done so yet, take
an avalanche course. A
basic avalanche course
will increase avalanche
~y..."4',:,," awareness and ~et anr
'\",'->l~,"';;: ~:-.,";:"",- one started on t e rig t
....,.. .'11;1. :~"- \, track.
,~ ~" .-..:--... Like any skill, identi-
"," fYing) avalanche condi-
tions must be practiced.
Even experienced win-
ter travelers should take
a refresher course or, at
the minimum, exchange
knowledge and' ideas
with a buddy before the
season starts. Simply
sharing stories is a
healthy reminder of the
We Want to Make
You a Loan
$100.00 $1500.00
LOANS
342-5200
.use your compass; it is
only added weight if you
don't know how to use it
in conjunction with the
larid and a map. Many
compasses have a mirror
that can be used as a sig-
naling device.
Always carry some-
thing that will start a fite.
A fire can make all the
difference when you get
caught in a storm. Carry
a lighter and matches in a
waterproof container,
such as a film canister.
Candles are useful for
starting fires and offer a
great light source in a
snow cave.
. It is important to stay
hydrated while tromping
around the hills. Water
should start hot and trav-
el in an insulated con-
tainer, if possible.
Hydration packs work
fine as long as the tube is
kept close to your body
and you are hiking. They
tend to freeze, however,
when you stop exerting
energy.
Consider bringing a
backpacker's stove and a
pot to make water if there
ISa chance you could get
stuck overnight.
Foods such as trail-
mix or candy ~rs are
go?d thii;~o b g fo~a
quick en ~:bo t. WIth
the arnor t of prese:va-
Visit Boise's newest snowboard and ski shop,
conveniently located at the base of Bogus Basin.
"The AFFORDABLE way to play"
Rentals· Sales. Service
New and used snowboard and ski packages starting at $199
Season lease packages (rom $79
Open daily (rom 8:00am - 8:00pm
(night rental returns until 11:OOpm)
343·2255
2445 Bogus Basin Rd.
www. avalanchesports.nel
·Daily specials
·Group rates
·Student discounts
·Great cookies!
tives in most energy bars,
a few should live in your
pack for emergencies.
As always, dress in
layers and prepare for the
worst. Bring a windproof
fleece, extra socks and
extra gloves.
A Leatherman tool is
useful for those
inevitable binding prob-
lems. Carry binding
screws and an extra cable
on extended overnight
trips.
Someone in the group
should pack a minor
first-aid kit.
Aside from the basics
like aspirin, wound cov-
erings and an antibacteri-
al, be sure to carry elec-
trolyte replacement
mixes.
Consider wrapping
duct tape an inch thick
just below the grips on
your poles. Duct tape-
provides solutions for
broken equipment and
medical emergencies
such as skin closures and
splint applications.
Winter backcountry
travel is exhilarating, but
not without risk. Prepare
for the worst and travel
with care.
For more information
and instruction, visit the
Outdoor Center at Boise
State or call them at
426-1946.
Bring in this ad and
save 15% on a tune,
wax, or rental.
OC staffer A.ndy Porter models some of the winter rental equipment available at the Outdoor Center.photo by Ted Harmon Tha Arbiter
Outdoor Center gears up for snowy season
By James Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter Outdoor Center direc-tor Geoff Harrison has
added some new rental
equipment to his inven-
tory this year.
"We now rent tele-
mark gear and avalanche
safety equipment along
with our regular snow
supplies," Harrison said.
The OC's new facility
is spacious, allowing the
staff to keep all of their
rental equipment conve-
niently in one location.
Their old digs in the SUB
was so small they had to
store the off-season gear
elsewhere.
"This place is great.
It's nice being able to
house both our winter
and summer equipment
in the same spot,"
Harrison said.
"Come in and check us
out. We still offer the
cheapest human-pow-
ered rental equipment in
town."
OC staff member
Andy Porter agrees with
Harrison about the bene-
fits of the new center.'-ii"'_iIIIIIIIIJ!'I!I1
Boise State's new
Outdoor Center, located
in the Student Recreation
Center, is pulling out all
of their winter recreation
. gear in anticipation of
heavy snowfall.
Plus, he likes the scenery
from the big picture win-
dows upstairs.
"Our view of Bogus
from our loft is excellent.
We can see when it's
dumping snow up
there," Porter said.
Not only does the new
facility have a nice view
of the Foothills and offer
more room for their
rental gear, it also has
ample space for in-house
training sessions, out-
door workshops and
seminars for students.
"From an administra-
tive perspective, our new
spot is great. We also
have accessibility to
classrooms in the REC for
'Outdoor CenterI .
I • Snowshoes
·X-country gear
• .Telemark gear
• Ski jackets
• Ski pants
• Gaiters
• "Snake" skins
larger functions,"
Harrison said.
Harrison and res crew
are in the process of
building a rental library
of outdoor books, DVDs
and videos.
"We are currently cre-
ating a catalog of titles
with everything from
books on rock- climbing
and kayaking to extreme
ski. and snowboard
flicks," Harrison said.
"Don't forget, we are
your source for adven-
ture on campus."
For outdoor recreation
advice or rental prices,
stop by the OC or call
them at 426-1946.
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• Ice axes
• Climbing helmets
• Avalanche probe poles
• Avalanche transceivers
• Snow saws ..
• Snow shovels
Forprices and rental information call 426~1946
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YOUR SOURCE FORADVENTURE
Check Out Our
Winter Specials
Get a 12 day rental
for the price of 4,
that's a 66% savings
12/21/02 • 01/03/03
BOISE STATE
UNIVERSITY
OUTDOORCENTER Snowshoes, X-Country Skis,Camping SupplJes and more
(208)426-1949
www.bolsestate.edu/recration/outdoor
A snow boarder
catches some
air at Bogus
Basin. Photo cour-
tesy of Bogus Basin
Bogus c~lebrates 60 years
Freestyle Nationals.'. insight older instructors
slated for this season:' ' offer.
" Anderson felt the
ByAaron Beck ,:applicants' older ,age
TheArbiter--- __ ,'.'base reflected the current
'Job market
Few changes at Bogus' .'. The ski school's
Basin this year means .December snowboard
skiers and boarders can ' session is full, but a few
anticipate seeing an old' 'slots remain for the ski '
friend in the local ski, session. Spaces are avail-
area. able for ski and snow-
Expenses in the recent board instruction during
past, which included two the Christmas and
high-speed chairlifts, January sessions.
have forced the resort to New to this year's
focus on paying down" instructional frograms
current debt and meeting are a series 0 one-day
lease obligations before workshops. Mike Sellers,
spending money on simi- head of ne~ pro~ams at
lar Improvements, Bogus 'Bogus Basiri, said the
Basin spokespersonwor~hops ar~ .modeled
Gretchen Anderson said.",' after the trammg pro-
Regular Bogus Basin." grams ski-school instruc-
users will notice' few ' if,' tors attend. .
any, new changes, but the' "I've patterned these
resort does offer some workshops after what we
great opportunities. 'go't~ou~ to reach nelY,'
Anew ski-school staff,', certification levels,
workshops and a 60th' Sellers said.
anniversary celebration "They are a lot of fun,
are all in the works for and the instructors really
the 2002-2003season. get a lot out of them."
As Boise valley .resi- The workshop goal is
dents know, Bogus to improve the skills of
Basin's 2600 acres offer advanced skiers and
some great carving runs boarders. Sellers said the
and a handful of out-of- workshops are unique
the-way powder pockets. because t~e one-day for-
H you are new to the ma~ provides ~ ~ppor-
area, take the time to tunHy for busy indivldu-
check out Bogus Basin als to receive instrucrion,
this winter. A few of the work-
Because the resort is shops Bogus offers this
only 16 miles north of y.earinclude video;analy-
town and open until 10 SIS day, Women s-only
p.m., after-class crud ses- day, telernark day and an
sions are easy to work in off-piste d~y. '
to student schedules. Even With workshops,
From c~mpus, riders can the athletes. of the U.S.
be carvmg turns in less Freestyle Ski Team are a
than an hour, and at $199, tough group to keep up
even college students can with. However, everyone
afford a season pass. will be able to catch them
One change from M~rch 21-23 when they
recent years is the ski- arnve at Bogus for the
school staff. U.S. Freestyle
While the ski school Championships. '
has always employed Hyou missed the
positive, energetic high-flying acrobatic
instructors, Anderson action of world-class
believes the current staff, aerialists last year, this is
with a slightly older age a chance to redeem your-
base, will offer students self. Last year the event
more. attracted the nation's top
"We have a bit of an freestyle athletes, includ-
older recruitment this go- ing a number of Olympic
around," Anderson said, athletes.
"Employees' seem to Anderson said an
be a bit more mature and excellent aerial hill and
much older than nor- mogul run has helped
mal" Bogus land the event the
Anderson said stu- past two years. This is a
dents will benefit from rare o{'portunity to see
the experience and the nation's best freestyle
, athletes soar off insanely
steep kickers and tear up
thebunips - don't miss
it '
Backcountry users can
rest easy in .Ihe knowl-
edge that Bogus will con-
tinue to allow backcoun-
try access from the resort.
Anderson said five
perimeter gates will
remain .open, through
which responsible skiers
and boarders may access
the backcountry.
Last year, a few moun-
tain users caused some
headaches for the Bogus
Basin management team
and ski patrol when they
skied out of bounds and
got lost Anderson said as
long as inexperienced
skiers, remain in bounds,
Bogus would not have to
put employees at risk by
searching for lost indi- \
viduals.
"We're in the business
of guest services, not the
business of going out and
searching for people
when they get lost,"
Anderson said.
Anderson said the
majority oCbackcountry
users are responsible and
problems arise only
when inexperienced
skiers duck under
perimeter ropes.
Remaining in bounds
Dec. 20 will keep skiers
and boarders close to all
the,actionas Bogus Basin
celebrates its 60th
anniversary. A number of
,on~mountain events are
planned, and, although
Anderson would not
offer specifics, she said
the plans are big.
Celebrations take
place Dec. 20, which is 60
years to the day the
resort's first rope tow
fired skiers up the hill.
Many users may not
realize Bogus is a non-
profit resort. Started in .
1942by a group of hardy .
individuals with a desire
to offer a place of winter
recreation to the resi-
dents of Boise, the resort
has maintained a com-
munity focus ever since.
Anyone can join the
Bogus Basin Association
and help determine the
direction ofthe resort. '
"[Bogus Basin] is one
of the few successful
non-profit resorts. It real-
ly is a resort for the peo-
ple," Anderson said.
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Skiers enjoy the powder at Brundage. Photo courtesy of Brundage
Escape crOWds, head to Brundage
get the agproval by
December," eBoer said.
If the Forest Service
gives Brundage the
authorization to proceed,
construction will begin
on the expansion at the
end of this season.
With the recent
growth Brundage has
seen, its snow-cat skiing
program has been thriv-
mg as well. If your hard-
earned student-loan
money is burning a hole
in your pocket, there's no
better way to' enjoy the
steep and deep
untouched snow of the
backcountry. .
This season, Brundage
is offering a new cat-ski-
ing package that includes
two days of cat skiing or
boarding and a third day
at Brundage Ski Resort
with lodging at a high-
mountain yurt for $495.
Single-day cat-skiing
packages led by qualified
guides are available for
$200, and half-day trips
are offered for $125. The
packages include the use
of Volant Chubbs
Powder Skis.
Brundage hopes to
continue last year's suc-
cess, and the manage-
ment has decided not to
raise prices this Winter.
The season passes and
daily lift-ticket prices will
remain the same to help
encourage more people
to experience the won-
ders 9f Brundage.
By Aaron Barton
TheArbiter-----
If small crowds and
quality snow appeal to
you, then Brundage
Mountain, is the place to
be.
Brundage receives
only a small fraction of
the crowds Bogus Basin
does, and with the colder
temperatures, Brundage
has a deeper base of
snow.
The winters are mag-
nificent at Brundage.
From the top of the resort
you can spy breathtaking
views of Payette Lake,
Salmon River Mountains,
the Eagle Cap Wilderness
of Oregon and the Seven
Devils peaks above Hells
Canyon.
Last year, Brunda1?e,
set new mountam
records for both atten-
dance and season-pass
sales. Combined with-the
390 inches of snow they
received last year,
Brundage general man-
ager Larry Shake said it
was the best season in the
mountain's 40-year histo-
ry.
Part of the success
Brundage experienced
last season was due to
their drop-in season pass
rates. The management
decided last year to
match Bogus Basin's sea-
son-eass rate Of $199.
This helped the resort to
see its best pre-season
pass sale numbers ever,
seIling 4,600 passes by
the end of spring.
For those who ride or
ski both mountains, the
two resorts have collabo-
rated to offer a combo
pass to both resorts for
$375.
This season, Brundage
is offering a shuttle serv-
ice from Boise.
The bus is scheduled
to leave at 7 a.m. from
Wal-Mart on State Street
every Friday and
Saturday in January. The
shuttle will leave
Brundage at 4:45 p.m.
and arrive back in Boise
around 7 p.m. The cost is
$20 for a round trip.
According to
Brundage President Judd
DeBoer, several improve-
ments were made on the
mountain during the off-
season as well, the most
noteworthy being the
clearing of additional
trees for expanded tree
skiing. Minor improve-
ments have also been
made to the lodge.
The resort is currently
in the waiting stages
before major overhaul
plans can be put in
motion. Brundage sits on
federal land, and is
awaiting government
approval before develop-
ment will be allowed.
The current plan is to
open up the resort to
Sergeant's Peak, the next
mountain over from
Brundage. The expansion
involves adding five
additional Iiftsand hun-
dreds .pf more skiable
acres.
"The final proposal is
into the forest service for
review, and we hope to .
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Target: Bogus Basin
Top Elevation: 7,600 feet
Vertical Drop: 1,800 feet
"15510n: Downhill skiing, Nordic skiing,
snowboarding, snowshoeing.
Getting There: Head up Bogus Basin Road-
you will find it.
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TarBet 'dl-~~~~;~- ..':~:~ i nTop Elevation: 7,. 0 feet
Vertical Drop: I, ~0 feet
"15510n: Downhill Skii;g, Nordic
s_ skiing, snowboarding.
Getting There: Head north on Highway 55
to McCall. From McCall, continue on
Highway 55 exactly four miles north to'
Brundage turn-off .
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Target: Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort
Top Elevation: 8,000 feet
Vertical Drop: 900 feet
"15510n: Cat skiing, downhill skiing,
.snowboard, Nordic skiing.
Getting there: Head west on 1-84 to Baker
~~~y he;f19C~3~:~U~~S~0o e~~~~.to Exi t 28~,,[~~~. _=~
J 't~~~~~ ,L~1-{J> ',. Target: Bald Mountain at Sun Valley
! ~'':~~',f';J;;'~" '" Top Elevation: 9,150 feet
(\\ ~:t!,0j~. Vertical Drop: 3,400 feet
I ,:,ftm~..;·,~'~ "1\S1on: Downhill sk i i ng , snowboarding,
I -5-'-J:}.'> No rd ic ski ing, tel em ark ski ing .
fl. \~;~.'~. Getting There: Head east on 1-84 to-,r- !' \. ~.1,.\. Highway 20 exit at Mountain Home. Take"1·~.1~.*,,J .'\.\....f lL.~.·'-.I· H~ghway 20.past Fairfield to H~ghway 75
t.
'.1'.' ~i .. A;' -' 1 nt ersec t i on. Head north on H, ghway 75
.( f. ~~~'.. 20 miles to Sun ley., /~I!"I .,;/ "~f:~~i .Target: \~dls~~~ntain at Grand Targhee
Top Elev -on: 8,882 feet
Vertical Drop: 2,000 feet . -,t-?o
"15510n: Downhill skiing, alpine skiing, "I ~'\
snowboarding, telemark skiing, .cat skiing.
Getting There: Head east on -1-84 to Highway 15
exit ~t Pocatello. Head,northeast on Highway 15
to Highway 20 exit at Idaho Falls, Conttnue on
Hi~hway 20 two exits past Rexburg. Head south pn
Hi ghway 33 to Dri ggs .. nlustrat10ns
Winter Headquarters!
." .. m,rn"m,~,,=", .. ro•.
Telemark, Skate Skiing, Snowboarding, Randonee, Touring,
Snowshoeing, Cold-Weather Cycling & Outdoor Active
The Skiers~
Your expert ski & snowboard tuning 9
and speed-enhancing consultantsl e
24-hour turnaround time on all work
open 7 days a week
www.ldahomountalntouring.com
·1310 MAIN ST: BOISE, 10 336-3854
· .
$6.?5/day
$4.25/day
6 - 11 years
0-5 years
Adult 18+
12 - 17 IO~ .. e-
~~ ?5/d~\1
.....-.- • ~J
$1.001day
